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Request a product demo
Book your live demo with one of our embedded analytics experts and see why SaaS vendors choose Panintelligence.

Request demo
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Solutions
Industries
Healthtech
Fintech
Edtech
Retailtech
Embed analytics in under 30 days
Debunking the myths of embedded analytics and business intelligence about resource, data structure, time to value, and security.  

Download our guide
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Resources
Learn

FAQ
Blog
Case studies
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Support

Academy
Documentation
API documentation
Data connectors

SaaS buyers guide
Why are SaaS vendors prioritizing embedding analytics into their applications.

Download our guide
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About
About

Contact Us
Request a demo
Careers
News
Awards

Case studies
“With Panintelligence, we’re able to do things that we might have had to wait another two years to do in our own product.”

Jonny Turner, COO and Co-founder, Sport:80

Read our case studies
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pi for Sage
You got
the power.
pi for Sage 200 enables you to understand your Sage data in real time, to help you make better business decisions, to spot trends and be able to drill down into data to interrogate further.

We’ve preconfigured pi for Sage 200 giving you a pre-built library of over 250 charts and over 1,000 different fields to report on so you don’t need to build everything from scratch.

Read more about Pi for Sage 
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Why pi?
It’s important for you to have the power to customise dashboards to fit your business, allowing your users to explore the data and unlock the power of Sage.
pi can also connect to other systems you use within your business, meaning everyone can get their hands on the information they need.pi for Sage is intuitive and empowers users of all technical abilities to self-serve their own data, enabling decisions to be made quickly.
	Drillable P&L and management reporting
	Detailed profit reporting
	Highly secure
	Accessible on any device
	Automatic multi-company consolidation
	Detect customers drifting
	Identify cross-sell opportunities
	Automatic stock projections
	Real-time analysis
	Combine data from multiple applications

Change the way you produce Sage reports.

Request a demo
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pi DashboardEasily build bespoke charts and dashboards over your own data and embedded into your app.
read more
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pi ReportsOur reporting function is crystal reports… on steroids. ! Our scheduling and alert features brings insights straight to the user.
read more
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3-in-1 embedded solution
Our 3-in-1 embedded solution delivers self-service dashboards, automated reporting and powerful predictive analytics.
read more


"
The biggest win for us is being able to see how the business is performing 24/7. No matter where I am, in minutes I can find out how sales are doing and pinpoint the key areas for action.

"
Michael Richardson, Advanced Cutting Tools





4 steps to practical AI implementationRead More

The Fintech SaaS growing competitive landscapeRead More





Play with pi.
Try pi free. Go on, lose yourself in data.
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Call us.
Speak to one of our datamazing team.
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Request a demo.
Let us talk you through the power of pi.
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Don't just take our word for it. Read our reviews on G2.
[image: panintelligence is a leader in Business Intelligence on G2]
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Houston... we've got mail.
Sign up with your email to receive news, updates and the latest blog articles to inspire you and your business.
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This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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